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INSTALLATION
INSTRUCTIONS

Accessory Application Publications No.

Issue Date

JULY 2006

08P05-STK-2000-91

BODY SIDE MOLDING

PARTS LIST

Rear Template

Left front side protector

Right front side protector

Left rear side protector

Right rear side protector

TOOLS AND SUPPLIES REQUIRED
Shop towel

Masking tape

INSTALLATION

NOTE

• Before removing parts, note their locations and
how they are installed so that they can be
reinstalled in their original places properly.

• Be sure that the temperature of the car body
where the accessory will be attached is 15°C or
above before installation. Warm up the bonding
surface when the temperature is low, especially in
winter, as the bonding performance can be
deteriorated at low temperature.

• Wipe up oil, grease, dirt and other foreign material
thoroughly from the installation surface.  Take care
not to spill the isopropyl alcohol on a part other
than the installation surface.  Use a clean shop
towel dampened with the isopropyl alcohol to
clean.  Allow the cleaned surface to dry thoroughly
before installation.

• Do not allow the bonding surface to get wet, e.g.
by washing the car, for approximately 24 hours
after attaching the accessory.

• Install the accessory by pressing it firmly with the
palms of your hands.  Take care not to damage the
accessory and the vehicle parts during installation.

Front Template

2007 RDX

Alcohol swab
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5D21031P

5D21020P

5D21010P

LEFT FRONT
SIDE PROTECTOR

MASKING
TAPE

FRONT
TEMPLATE

FRONT
TEMPLATE
•Align with the top
end of the molding
of the car.

MOLDING

MASKING
TAPE

ADHESIVE
BACKING
(Remove.)

LEFT FRONT SIDE
PROTECTOR

ADHESIVE BACKINGS (3)
(Attach a piece of masking
tape to an end of the
adhesive backing.  Peel back
the adhesive backing
partway and temporarily
attach it to the surface side.)

FRONT
TEMPLATE

ADHESIVE BACKINGS (3)
(Press on the front side
protector firmly with the palm
of your hand while removing
the adhesive backings.)

LEFT FRONT SIDE
PROTECTOR

ALIGNMENT
POSITION

Installing The Front Side Protector

1. Check the surface where the left front side
protector will be attached and clean the surface
using the alcohol swab.

2. Position the front template in the position shown
by aligning it with the ends of the left front door
and the top end of the molding of the car.  Secure
the template with the masking tape as shown.

3. Attach a piece of masking tape to an end of each
of the three adhesive backings on the inner side
of the left front side protector.  Peel back the three
adhesive backings partway and temporarily attach
them to the surface side of the front side
protector.  Remove another adhesive backing.

4. Align the end of the left front side protector with
the front template as shown and temporarily
attach it along the top end of the front template.

FRONT
TEMPLATE

5. Press on the left front side protector firmly with
the palm of your hand while removing the
adhesive backings that you temporarily attached
to the surface side of the front side protector.
Remove about 50 to 100 mm at a time pressing
on the protector with the palm of your hand.

6. Remove the front template.
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5D21041P

5D21061P

Installing The Rear Side Protector

7. Check the surface where the left rear side
protector will be attached and clean the surface
using the alcohol swab.

5D21050P

ADHESIVE
BACKINGS (2)
(Remove.)

MASKING
TAPE

ADHESIVE BACKINGS (3)
(Attach a piece of masking tape
to an end of the adhesive
backing.  Peel back the adhesive
backing partway and temporarily
attach it to the surface side.)

LEFT REAR SIDE
PROTECTOR

8. Position the rear template in the position shown
by aligning it with the end left front door edge and
the top end of the molding of the car.  Secure the
rear template with the masking tape as shown.

9. Attach a piece of masking tape to an end of each
of the three adhesive backings on the inner side
of the left rear side protector.  Peel back the three
adhesive backings partway and temporarily attach
them to the surface side of the left rear side
protector.  Remove the other adhesive backings.

10. Align the end of the left rear side protector with
the rear template as shown and temporarily
attach it along the top end of the rear template.

11. Press on the left rear side protector firmly with
the palm of your hand while removing the
adhesive backings that you temporarily attached
to the surface side of the rear side protector.
Remove about 50 to 100 mm at a time pressing
on the protector with the palm of your hand.

12. Remove the rear template.

13. Repeat the procedures on the right side.

ALIGNMENT
POSITION

REAR
TEMPLATE

LEFT REAR SIDE
PROTECTOR

REAR
TEMPLATE

LEFT
REAR SIDE
PROTECTOR

ADHESIVE BACKINGS (3)
(Press on the rear side
protector firmly with the
palm of your hand while
removing the adhesive
backings.)

REAR
TEMPLATE

REAR TEMPLATE
•Align with the top
end of the molding
of the car.

MOLDING

MASKING
TAPE

LEFT
FRONT
DOOR
EDGE

1 mm

LEFT
REAR
DOOR
EDGE


